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1. Technical diving with air, trimix diving and rebreather diving must be indicated on 

registration. The diving rules for recreational diving also apply here, if these do not contradict 

each other. 

  

2. The guidelines of the recognized technical training organization apply, unless they are 

restricted by rules of the Dive Center Kreidesee. 

  

3. The oxygen partial pressure of the breathing gas may not exceed 1.4 bar during the working 

phase of the dive and 1.6 bar during the Decompression phase! 

  

4. The maximum diving depth with air is 45 meters!    

Solo dives are strictly forbidden. 

  

5. For dives with Trimix, the maximum narcosis depth is 30 metres. 

  

6. As a DI I'm allowed to dive with max. two students at the same time.   

For training dives below 50m, the training relationship depends on the respective standards of 

the association. 

  

7. An appropriate certification, proof of a valid diving accident insurance and the diving plan 

must be submitted on request. 

  

8. Rebreather diving is only permitted with a manufacturer's or association's training certificate 

related to the equipment. 

  

9. I can use a Scooter if I can prove at least 100 dives.  

Driving at the WS, as well as with visibility under 10m, is forbidden.  

 

  

10. The Dive Center Kreidesee reserves the right to exclude divers from technical diving, 

however, regardless of the diving permit in the recreational diving area. 

  

11. With a not recognized training organization I have to prove my qualification with the  

“registration form technical diving". 

  

12. I will be banned from diving if I do not register before diving, if I initiate the rescue chain 

through negligent conduct, or if I violate these diving rules. 

  

13. With my signature on the registration form I unconditionally accept all rules valid here. 
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